Special Issue in Quaternary International

In the follow-up to our Session “Using the “multi-proxy approach” to detect landscape and environmental changes” held at the INQUA meeting in Dublin we now initiated a Special Issue in QI named “Multi-Proxy Studies at the Coasts and Seas”

To promote the „Coastal and Marine Processes (CMP)“ Commission of the INQUA to which our Session was associated we open this SI to papers dealing with Marine, Coastal, and Deltaic topics

This extended submission deadline is **30.08.2020** and you please follow the guidelines for authors published at the QI-Homepage

www.elsevier.com/journals/quaternary-international/1040-6182/guide-for-authors

The short title of our SI is: **Multi-Proxy Coasts+Seas**

Best wishes from Cologne and Frankfurt
Anna and Martin